Zen Internet solves customer
service challenges
Buzzeasy's in-queue callback technology helped Zen Internet
solve their customer service challenges, we explore how in this
insightful case study.

Introduction
Multi award-winning telecommunications and internet service provider (ISP) Zen Internet has
been delivering a range of data, voice, hosting and infrastructure services to homes and
businesses across the UK for over 20 years. Based in Rochdale, Greater Manchester, Zen provides
services to over 100,000 customers, employs over 450 staff, and generates revenues in excess of
£63m.

Their Challange

Our Solution

The last 20 years has seen Zen Internet
grow rapidly, largely on the back of its
exceptional customer service reputation.
But unpredictable spikes in call volume
in their contact centre led to long queue
times and high abandon rates, which
inevitably led to increases in customer
complaints. Having tried and failed to
manage the problem in-house, Zen
sought a reliable, high-performance, but
low-cost solution to turn things around.
Zen looked to Buzzeasy for help.

Buzzeasy offered an In-queue callback
solution that has transformed Zen’s
customer engagement metrics, It's
eliminated the on-hold experience,
reduced abandon rates, and boosted
customer satisfaction. Buzzeasy offers
to keep a caller’s place in the queue
and call them back when their call
reaches an agent, or it can offer to
schedule the callback at a time to suit
the customer it's highly flexible and
that's what Zen sought in a solution.

The benefits, at a glance:
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✔

CALL ABANDON RATE
LOWERED

✔

ENHANCED SERVICE
LEVELS

✔

ON-HOLD EXPERIENCE
ELIMINATED

✔
✔
✔

INCREASED AGENT AND
CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

IMPROVED CUSTOMER
RETENTION RATE
MAJOR SAVINGS IN MAN
HOURS

The challenge: continued
When it comes to customer service and
customer satisfaction, there’s no one to
beat Zen Internet. It frequently wins
excellent service awards and regularly
beats established giants in the Which?
Recommended Broadband Providers
survey. And 2017 was no exception as British
consumers once again ranked Zen top of
the table with an impressive 86% score.

‘At first, we tried to manage the problem
0urselves with a queue-busting
technique,’ says Zen’s Technical Support
Manager, Lesley Bell. ‘But it was a
nightmare. Four people were needed just
to answer calls, perform basic triage, and
to ask customers if we could call them
back. And a team leader was needed to
manage it all.

But this shouldn’t be surprising. Zen have
striven to create a culture around the
customer and are genuinely committed to
delivering real customer value. Meeting
their customers’ needs—and exceeding
them—is key, Zen believes, to sustaining
and developing the strongest customer
base.

"Buzzeasy delivers so much more
than a callback solution"

It was, then, with some dismay that Zen
discovered that their customer complaints
were soaring. Unpredictable call volume
spikes were creating long queue times and
driving up abandon rates.

Added to which, callers were often on
hold for some time before their call was
answered, so they were fairly angry by
the time they spoke with an advisor and
weren’t disposed to wait again for a
callback. And since we’d just told them
that we were too busy to take their call
then and there, callers had little or no
confidence that the callback we promised
them would actually happen.’
Hampered by a system that was resource
heavy and clunky, and that failed to
eradicate either queues or complaints,
Zen quickly began the search for an
alternative solution.
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The solution: continued
There were several potential callback
systems to explore, but for Zen,
Buzzeasy, delivered by Geomant,
outclassed the competition.
With Buzzeasy's In-Queue Callback
feature Zen could eliminate the on-hold
experience for its callers. Automated
callbacks would be scheduled at times
to suit both the caller and Zen, with
appointments offered throughout the
day, or at quieter periods, to match
capacity with demand. Confirmations
and reminders could also be sent to
customers via automated SMS. Agents,
too, would have all they needed. Without
any integration required, customer
details could be played to them via an
audible whisper just before a call was
connected.
And with Instant callback features also
available, Buzzeasy could extend the
very real convenience of callback to the
users of Zen’s mobile app. Users could
be transitioned automatically from selfservice to live agent with full customer
context.
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Yet it wasn’t just in terms of functionality
that Buzzeasy excelled. ‘From our first
call,’ Bell states, ‘Buzzeasy understood
what we were trying to do, and were genuinely interested in our particular
challenges. Other providers seemed only
interested in selling off-the-shelf solutions, whereas Buzzeasy was, and
continues to be, keen to tailor their
solutions specifically to us.
“Buzzeasy was a no-brainer... a winwin for us & our customers”

Better still, Buzzeasy offered a free trial,
with no upfront costs, to prove the value
of their solutions to Zen. ‘Buzzeasy was a
no-brainer!’ Exclaims Bell. ‘We didn’t
have to enter into an endless period of
commitment, we could try the solutions
for free, and if they didn’t work, we’d just
turn them off. We had nothing to lose.’
But, she added, ‘everything was so
perfect, including the price, that the
decision makers were convinced there
must be a catch. There wasn’t! Buzzeasy
just does what it does really well and
very reliably. It’s a win-win for us - and
for our customers.’

The benefits
Now part of Zen’s core strategy, the
Buzzeasy features were initially trailed in a
small ring-fenced team within the
Technical Support and Service Provision of
Zen’s Small Business and Residential
division, but were swiftly rolled out to the
wider division.

Bell tells us, ‘but we’ve already seen a real
improvement in our Percentage of Calls
Answered, a reduction in our Call Abandon
Rate, and an increase in our Service Level.
And, of course, a major saving has been in
the man hours that were previously going
into our queue-busting attempt.’

“The systems were really quick and
dead easy to implement.”

“I can’t remember the last time I saw
a customer complaint about call
queues.”

‘The systems were really quick and dead
easy to implement,’ explained Scott Ritchie,
Zen’s Workflow Manager. ‘And,’ added Bell,
‘they don’t take up any of our time post
implementation. Some solutions require a
lot of manual intervention to manage the
callback process, but Buzzeasy’s systems
handle everything. We can just step away
while they get on with what they do best:
taking people out of queues, placing
callbacks reliably, and giving customers a
much better experience.’ Bell and Ritchie
agree that the Buzzeasy solution has
delivered tangible benefits. ‘It’s too early
for hard figures,’
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‘There’s also been a rise in customer
retention and customer satisfaction.’ Adds
Ritchie. ‘That’s right,’ Bell nods. ‘In fact, I can’t
remember the last time I saw a complaint
about call queues.’

The benefits: continued
And the benefits don’t stop there, ‘Our
callers really like the new service,’ Bell
says. ‘It’s easy to use and convenient;
and it’s reliable - which is crucial.
Customers have to be confident that
we’ll deliver on our callback promises.’
For Zen’s advisors, life is better, too.
‘They no longer have to handle irate
customers,’ Bell explains, ‘who complain
about long queue times, and the agent
whisper means they’ve always got caller
details to hand, so issues are handled
more quickly and efficiently.’ ‘It’s
striking,’ Bell smiles, ‘that for all their
cynicism, our decision makers no longer
raise any concerns. They’re now
completely confident in the service and
in the relationship between Buzzeasy
and Zen.’
“One of the best companies we’ve
ever worked with.”

‘Zen looks for vendors with similar value
sets to itself, which isn’t always easy,’ Bell
says. ‘It’s about behaving ethically and
morally and Buzzeasy demonstrates the
same approach. The relationship
Buzzeasy builds with its customers is
something you can’t put a price on.
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They never overcomplicate things, and they
make complex things uncomplicated. They
also provide us with constant
communication and continual reassurance.’

‘Zen and Buzzeasy are a genuine
partnership,’ Bell adds, ‘with mutual benefit
in the way we work together.’ Above all, she
likes the way that Buzzeasy adapts quickly
to expand products with customer
generated features, which are then turned
on in the cloud for all customers to use.
‘This has allowed us to evolve with the
products.’
‘Buzzeasy is one of the best companies
we’ve ever worked with,’ Ritchie declares,
and Bell agrees. ‘If we were to give them a
customer effort score -- it would have to be
10,’ she laughs.

How can we help you?
We work with organisations across the globe, enabling them to provide the best customer
service experience possible. If you can relate to any of the problems in this case study then
we're sure Buzzeasy would be a perfect fit for your organisation too. Get in contact with us
today and let's explore how we can help your business.
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